Minimal constitutional amendment at accession forced constitutional courts in new member states to make great efforts to avoid conflicts with EC and EU lawThe importance of expanding the equation of 'co-operative constitutionalism' beyond judicial actors, by involving political institutions -Cases on constitutional amendment in Poland, Estonia and Latvia -The concern over fundamental rights protection versus EC market regulation in Hungary, Estonia and the Czech Republic -Co-operative constitutionalism beyond judicial dialogues.
Introduction
The principle of supremacy has been the cornerstone of the European Community's legal system, ensuring the uniform application and effectiveness of Community law. It is well established in the case-law of the European Court of Justice that Community law is supreme over the national law of the member states, including the fundamental norms of their national constitutions.1 At the same time, the basis and precise scope of supremacy have been at the heart of enduring judicial and academic debates. Whilst the principle of supremacy of Community law has generally been well recognised by the member states, certain reservations have been made by national constitutional courts. They regard supremacy as a concept rooted in the national constitutions, rather than deriving from the autonomous that, even though the matter concerned the third pillar where supremacy does not apply, the Polish Constitutional Tribunal granted an 18-month period for the continuation of extradition, during which Parliament was to amend the Constitution. Importantly, the Polish European Arrest Warrant decision demonstrates that there exist genuine limits to EU-friendly interpretation. Article 55 of the Polish Constitution, which expressly prohibits the extradition of Polish nationals, had not been amended prior to accession despite numerous calls to this effect. This dovetails with a wider trend in the region: as has been pointed out earlier, the constitutional amendments in Poland and a number of other new member states from Central and Eastern Europe remained relatively minimal, with several constitutions still containing direct conflicts with EC/EU law.23 As accession referendums were imminent at the time, it was important to keep the constitutional revision to a low profile -a wider range of amendments could have fuelled the eurosceptics' outcries about loss of sovereignty. However, after accession, such direct constitutional conflicts left some of the constitutional courts in a vexed position indeed. Besides alluding to the need to amend the constitutional provisions, it will be seen that some constitutional courts have additionally highlighted the need for the national parliaments to improve the drafting of national legislation, in order to ensure its constitutionality in the context of Union membership. Against this background, this article will show that whilst the discourse on the relationship between the Court of Justice and the national constitutional courts hitherto has predominantly focused on the dialogue and mutual co-operation between the courts in an attempt to avoid destructive conflicts, there are limits to EU-friendly interpretation of those constitutional provisions that are in a manifest conflict with EC/EU law. Therefore, the article will argue that the role of political institutions in such a 'co-operative constitutionalism', especially that of national parliaments, warrants further consideration. In addition, the article shows that the nascent EU-related case-law in the Central and Eastern European countries lends support to the concerns that have been voiced about the adequacy of the Union's human rights protection standards, most forcefully in the wake of the notorious Solange and Banana sagas.
'Judicial dialogues' in Europe
The relationship between the European Court of Justice and national constitutional courts has come to be characterised as 'judicial dialogues'24 or 'co-operative constitutionalism',25 which has been based on a structured and ongoing 'conver- 23 For details, see Albi, EU Enlargement, supra n. 15, p. 78-121. 24 Stone Sweet, supra n. 13, p. 325-326. 25 Sajó, supra n. 14, p. 351.
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Published version available in 'European Constitutional Law Review, 3: pp 25-67' -6 -sation', co-operation and mutual trust. On the one hand, national constitutional courts have sent warnings to the Court of Justice about the need to respect fundamental rights and better to police the observance of the limits of European competence by the Union's institutions. In doing so, a great deal of self-restraint has been displayed;26 the courts have refrained from acting in a destructive manner, with no national court yet having declared a piece of Union secondary legislation invalid. On the other hand, the European Court of Justice has heeded these warnings: even though some national decisions have been criticised as nationalist or even hostile to Community law, such decisions have served as a catalyst for the development of the fundamental rights jurisprudence by the Court of Justice, by way of protecting human rights as part of the general principles of Community law.27 More recently, the Court of Justice has shown sensitivity to the constitutional courts' concerns about the Union institutions staying within the competences conferred upon them. By way of illustration, the Court found in Opinion 2/94 that the European Union has no competence to accede to the European Convention on Human Rights without a prior Treaty amendment,28 it refused to extend horizontal direct effect to directives in the Dori case,29 and, in Tobacco Advertising Directive,30 it for the first time repealed a Community measure of political importance on the ground of lack of competence. Against this background, it has been commented that ' [t]he principle of supremacy remains essentially "two-dimensional", it is a complex, layered reality of dialogue and persuasion.'31 This kind of judicial co-operation sits well with the pluralist approaches that have recently gained popularity in explaining the relationship between the Community and national legal orders. Whilst the Court of Justice's case-law represents what has been characterised as an EU-centred approach to the ultimate locus of authority, and the national constitutional courts have taken a state-centred approach, the complex relationship between the national constitutional frameworks and the developing process of European legal integration has increasingly been 26 See, e.g., Claes, supra n. 2, p. 534. 27 (1) and (3) of the Constitution, in combination with the Accession Treaty, certain powers were delegated to the EU level; the review of the acts of Union bodies is a matter for Union law, and Polish implementing provisions and the Constitution may not be deployed for reviewing the constitutionality of political decision-making at the EU level. A similar pragmatic approach followed in the Accession Treaty case.64 The claimants, coming from amongst three political groups of the Sejm that were opposed to Poland's European Union membership, argued that a number of provisions in the Accession Treaty and EC/EU Treaties were in conflict with the Polish Constitution, especially with the constitutional principles of the sovereignty of the Polish people and the supremacy of the Constitution within the Polish legal system. The numerous alleged conflicts arose, inter alia, from the right of Union citizens to vote and stand in both European Parliament and municipal elections, the adoption of the common currency, and changes affecting the separation of powers. The Tribunal dismissed all claims. As regards the municipal elections, the Tribunal found that the above-mentioned Article 4 (on the sovereignty of the Polish people) does not encompass local elections, and Article 62(1), which guarantees to the Polish citizens the right to elect, inter alia, their representatives to local selfgovernment bodies, does not preclude the possibility of according the right to the citizens of other states. The Tribunal equally rejected the applicants' claim that the powers of the European Central Bank were in conflict with Importantly for our purposes, the Court said that once Poland adopts the common currency in the future, a decision might be required to amend the Polish Constitution in this respect. Another interesting point to note was that the claimants also raised the issue of the constitutionality of the potential future introduction of same-sex marriages, which has generated much controversy in this strongly Catholic country. According to Article 18 of the Polish Constitution, marriage is a union between a man and woman. The Tribunal responded that Article 13 EC in the current wording does not concern the institution of marriage as such; any future change in this respect would once again require an amendment of the Polish Constitution. In this judgment, the Tribunal also made a strong statement about the supremacy of the Polish Constitution, which has become the best-known part of the judgment. However, it is important to underline the fact that the Tribunal rejected all the above claims, which does show its efforts to interpret the national provisions in an EU-friendly way even though the interpretation of some provisions may appear rather stretched to an outside observer. The part of the decision that concerns supremacy is closely conditioned by the decision in the European Arrest Warrant case, which was decided two weeks before the Accession Treaty decision. In order to understand the Tribunal's statements on supremacy fully, we will first examine the European Arrest Warrant decision and then return to the supremacy part of the Accession Treaty decision. Before doing so, however, the Tribunal's EU-friendly approach in the case regarding the turnout in the accession referendum also warrants a mention. Prior to accession, there had been heated debates amongst Polish politicians and scholars as to what would happen if the majority of the people were to approve EU accession at the referendum, but with the turnout below the required 50%. Parliament adopted a statute that allowed it to ratify the accession agreement itself, if the turnout remained under this threshold. Some opposition members of the Sejm requested the Constitutional Tribunal's review of the constitutionality of this statute; however, the Tribunal upheld the correctness of such a mechanism.65 In addition, it should be noted that the willingness to interpret national law in conformity with Community law was demonstrated by the Polish courts already in the pre-accession period. Even though noting that, at the time, Community law had no binding force in Poland, the Constitutional Tribunal emphasized that Articles 68 and 69 of the Polish Association Agreement66 signified Poland's obli- 
Estonia
In Estonia, approximately thirty cases were brought to the administrative courts with regard to a similar act implementing the above-mentioned Community regulations. These cases were resolved in October 2006 by the Supreme Court in a case that, in a remarkable expression of judicial inventiveness, stopped the application of the problematic provisions whilst escaping any assessment of the constitutionality of the implementing act. The cases were prompted by the so-called Surplus Stocks Charges Act (hereinafter Surplus Stocks Act),118 which the Estonian Parliament adopted virtually at the last minute in an attempt to implement the obligations arising from the regulations. The Act was published on 27 April 2004, and took effect three days later, on 1 May 2004, the date of accession; the undertakings thus had effectively just three days to dispose of their sugar stocks. Under the Act, fines were imposed subsequently on those undertakings whose sugar stocks exceeded the permissible amount. The constitutionality of the Government regulations adopted under the Surplus Act, as well as the Act itself, were contested on the grounds of the right to property and the principles of nonretroactive legislation, legal certainty, legitimate expectations and proportionality. The undertakings argued that it would be unconstitutional to be punished retroactively for sugar stocks that they obtained prior to 1 May 2004. Under the Estonian Constitution alone, these undertakings would have had very strong claims. The Supreme Court of Estonia has reiterated these principles on several occasions, and it had earlier annulled legislation that changed legal obligations in a very short period of time, on the ground of incompatibility with the rule of law. However, the courts of first instance found against the undertakings, referring to the new constitutional context resulting from Union membership and the requirement of supremacy of Community law under the Internationale Handelsgesellschaft case.119 These decisions were based predominantly on the following arguments.120 Firstly, although acknowledging that the three-day period was neither reasonable nor sufficient for the addressees to learn about their obligations and rearrange their activities, the courts did not find the principles of legal certainty and legitimate expectations to have been violated. Undertakings were expected to familiarise themselves with the legal environment, including the obligations arising under the Accession Treaty. Secondly, the courts said that they had no power to undertake a final assessment as to whether the Surplus Act violated the invoked general principles of law, given that the Act was implementing European Commission regulations, the validity of which can be reviewed by the European Court of Justice alone. Furthermore, the courts referred to the Weidacher case,122 which had addressed similar circumstances upon Austria's accession to the European Union.
In Weidacher, an Austrian company that had imported olive oil from Tunisia prior to accession went bankrupt because of equivalent fines. A preliminary reference was made to the Court of Justice, requesting a review of the relevant Commission Regulation on the grounds of the principles of proportionality and legitimate expectations. The Court rejected the claim, holding that the Commission has a wide margin of discretion within the Common Agricultural Policy, and was entitled, under the Austrian Act of Accession, to facilitate the transition by adopting the transitional measures. As regards legitimate expectations, the Court held that this principle could be invoked as against Community rules only insofar as the Community itself had previously created a situation that could give rise to a legitimate expectation,123 which had not been the case here. Any normally diligent economic operator must have known, since the publication of the Act of Accession in the European Union's Official Journal, that the Commission specifically was empowered to adopt such transitional measures, and that there were potential repercussions on the surplus stocks built up prior to the publication of the Regulation. Based on the Court of Justice's decision in the Weidacher case, the Estonian courts considered it unlikely that the European Court of Justice would take a different position with regard to analogous measures applying to the 2004 accession states.
The decisions of the courts of first instance were subsequently appealed, with some reaching the Supreme Court of Estonia. On 5 October 2006, in an appeal in the Hadleri case,124 the circumstances of which were broadly similar to the case outlined in the previous paragraph, the Administrative Chamber of the Supreme Court delivered a judgment which, in a surprising move, relieved the undertakings from their financial burden, but did so on the grounds of Community law rather than on the basis of the national constitution. The Supreme Court began by noting that the Surplus Act indeed was adopted with delay and entered into force in a hurry, and deemed it incorrect to impose tax obligations by an act immediately entering into force upon being adopted and published. Referring to an earlier decision from 2004,125 the Court reaffirmed that the principle of legal certainty requires that a reasonable time pass between the adoption of important legislative changes and their entry into force, to provide the addressees with sufficient time to rearrange their activities. However, the Supreme Court continued by stating that since the accession process has taken place over several years, a reasonable undertaking should have been able to foresee the forthcoming change in the legal situation arising from accession and, after Estonia's signature to the Accession Treaty in 2003, the undertaking should have become informed about the EC's 2003 Regulation on surplus stocks. In an interesting twist, the Supreme Court then stated that although the fines based on the surplus stocks were, in general, foreseeable, the undertakings were not able to foresee the specific rules established by the Surplus Act. The specific rules regarding the methodology for calculating the fine had not, according to the Court, made use of the margin of discretion afforded to the member states under Article 4(2) of the 2003 Regulation, in that the single coefficient used for determining the surplus sugar stock, applicable to all undertakings, did not take into account the specific circumstances of the emergence of the surplus stocks in individual undertakings. This coefficient was not fair and just, and it was thus disproportionately onerous for the undertakings. In reaching this conclusion, the Supreme Court noted that no need arose to request a preliminary ruling from the Court of Justice, the provision of the Regulation being sufficiently clear and unambiguous (acte clair). As a consequence, the Supreme Court declared the relevant provisions of the Surplus Stocks Act, and the Government regulations adopted under this Act, inapplicable due to their incompatibility with Community law. Importantly, the Court drew the legislature's attention to the latter's power to amend the Surplus Act, by enacting retroactively provisions which would hold rules that would be more flexible and advantageous for the undertakings. Finally, since the relevant provisions of the Surplus Act were found inapplicable due to their incompatibility with Community law, the Court eschewed any review of their compatibility with the Constitution of Estonia. As a result of this judgment, the other pending cases were discontinued. It is by no means clear, though, that the story will end here. There is also a possibility of a preliminary reference to the Court of Justice on the validity of the relevant EC regulations; indeed, it is striking that none of the lower courts did so in the above-mentioned cases.
The Czech Republic
Sugar was also the issue in one of the first decisions relating to European Union membership of the Czech Constitutional Court, albeit concerning production quotas instead of surplus stocks. During the pre-accession period, the Czech Constitutional Court had, on several occasions, declared unconstitutional successive Government regulations, which were issued to establish the rules for determining sugar production quotas, in anticipation of the adoption of the acquis on the Common Agricultural Policy. However, in a post-accession decision of 8 March 2006,126 the Court decided to disregard in part its previous case-law, reasoning that upon the Czech Republic's accession to the European Union, a fundamental change had occurred within the Czech legal order. Although the norms of the Czech Republic's constitutional order continued to be the Constitutional Court's referential framework even after accession on 1 May 2004, the Court said that it cannot overlook the impact of Community law on the formation, application, and interpretation of national law. The Court explicitly mentioned the principle of constitutional self-restraint, and that it now interprets constitutional law in a way that takes into account the principles arising from Community law. Interestingly, it noted that the current standard within the Community for the protection of fundamental rights could not give rise to the assumption that this standard is lower than the protection accorded in the Czech Republic. The Court did declare the relevant law invalid, but -as with the above Estonian case -on the grounds of Community law instead of the national Constitution.127 It found that the Government had acted ultra vires, as it had exercised an authority which had been transferred to the Community bodies; due to the direct applicability of the relevant EC regulation, the Czech Government was no longer entitled to adopt the national implementing act.
In this decision, the Czech Constitutional Court also articulated its view on supremacy. It started by referring to the relevant decisions of the constitutional courts of Germany, Italy and other member states, mentioning that they have never entirely acquiesced to the doctrine of absolute precedence of Community law. In the Czech Republic, a part of the state's powers were conferred on the European Union under Article 10a of the Czech Constitution. This Article operates in a twofold way: it forms the normative basis for the transfer of powers, and simultaneously opens up the national legal order to the operation of Community law within the Czech legal order. However, the conferral of powers is conditional: the Czech Republic remains the original bearer of sovereignty under Article 1 of the Constitution, according to which the Czech Republic is a sovereign, unitary and democratic state governed by the rule of law, founded on respect for fundamental rights and freedoms. The delegation of a part of the powers of national bodies may persist only so long as these powers are exercised in a manner that is compatible with the preservation of the foundations of state sovereignty and does not threaten the very essence of the substantive law-based state. Should one of these conditions cease to be met, the Constitutional Court would be called upon to protect constitutionalism, and it would be necessary to insist that these powers be returned to the Czech Republic. Indeed, it appears that the cases where the Court of Justice found that the Community breached fundamental rights are rare.171 Perhaps the very principle of legitimate expectations, which is central to some of the case-law discussed above, could serve as an illustration of the level of review by the Court. It appears that the overwhelming majority of claims based on the breach of the principle of legitimate expectations has been rejected by the Court; the Court expects a prudent and well-informed trader to foresee changes in the law.172 As regards the principle of proportionality, it has been commented that the Court of Justice and the Court of First Instance appear to continue their earlier approach of being broadly protective of general Community legislative policy, whilst, on the other hand, they are somewhat readier to declare disproportionate a member state's legislation that infringes the Treaty's economic freedoms.173 As regards the right to property or the freedom to trade, in no case so far has the Court found a violation of this right.174 Overall, the Court appears to take a hands-off approach in matters of economic regulation, and allows the institutions to enjoy considerable discretion; it finds a Community measure to be invalid only where the Community has made a manifest error and the institutions clearly exceeded the bounds of their discretion. In particular, the legislatures need to eliminate manifest conflicts with European Union law from the national constitutions, draft the acts implementing European Union obligations in a way that exhausts the margin of discretion left for the protection of fundamental rights, and the parliamentary groups need to display more flexibility to ensure a timely adoption of legal acts, especially those pertaining to tax obligations. Last, but not least, the national political institutions generally need to show a higher awareness of, and responsibility to, the norms of the national constitutions, given that the hands of the constitutional courts are rather tied due to the
